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Abstract

Marketing is a complex issue that requires effcctive strategic decision. Several marketing

variables opcrate and interact with each other. Marketing strategy can make a company

become sueeessful in business. On the other hand, a wrong strategy makcs a company

unsuccessful in business.

Out of many strategic marketing decisions, branding and creating identity are two important

variables. This project analyzed these two variablcs in case of selected chemical type

consumer goods and telecommunication service branding in Bangladesh. Some interesting

findings inelude effect of age and income level on brand loyalty, factors affecting brand

loyalty, effect of change of logo of Gramccn phone, etc, While "tru~t" is the main globally

active factor in favor of brand loyalty, it is not the same in Bangladesh. Here, social value is

the main factor.

Local companies in the selected manufacturing sub-sector largely failed to create CI values

among thc customers. On the eontrary, two telccommunication service organizations achieved

tremendous success in creating Cl valuc.

However, these findings are not general, these are country and segment specific. This is

becausc of variation in macro-environmental factors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

A Brand is possibly the most powclful weapon of business, especwlly in the

highly competitive global market place. It carries not only a name, or symbol, but carries

10 it auributes, values, culrnrc, promise to customers, faith, pride and craftsmanship.

Brands vary in temlS of lX'wer, and values. However, It is a measure of market

penetration in terms of customer acceptance.

Branding is a higWy sensitive strategic decision to make by an organization,

becuuse 0 [involvement 0 [high level 0 f money, as well as a promise to continuity in

teullS quality and reliability. It requires <lcontinuous effort on building organi7..ational

Corporate Identity (el).

The main problem in Asia's b•.•siness is lack of corporate identity. In many

occaSlOllS, country's image becomes a major factor in building corporate identity,

especially ['or developing countries. Though Japan and Korea succeeded in building

brands, China and India failed measurably in this aspect, because of lack of Cl's of their

companies. The main dilenuna is !hat !he later two countries have been enormously

successful in creating powerful business houses, but failed to creale global brand image.

Corporate identity (CI) has allracled a lot of academic and managerial attention as

the first footstep in building brand, although debate continues about how Cl can be

modeled in a particular business enVIronment. Corporate identity is a very important

bnsiness concept because it demonstrates corporate aims and values and presents a sense

of individlJality that can help to differentiate an organization from its competitors.

Corporate identity represents "the ways a company chooses to identity itself to !he

society", or more simply noted, corporate identity is "what an organization is".

- 1 -
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Corporate identity can be viewed <ISa vehicle by whICh a company's character is

conveyed to different audiences It reflects the sense of "essential character'., since each

company has its own personality, uniqueness and individuality. Expressing corpowte

identity is a dyn<lmic process, where a developing country's company fails to keep pace

with rapidly changing business climate and nature of competition.

Thc South-Asian counties suffer mostly from poor image in socio-business

climate. Bangladesh is also suiTering from ~imilar CI problem, as well as other problems.

Global branding is a distant issue, even local branding has faced tremendous setbacks in

business. This research aims to identify and analyze the problems and prospects of

branding product and service in Bangladesh.

1.2 Objectives:

The main objectives of lhis project are:

1. Identification of internal and external environmental factors for busincss in

Bangladesh.

2. Analysis of consumer behavior, with respect to brand selection.

3. Analysis of brand image in manufacturing and service sectors.

4. Identification and analysis of brand eqlliry in volatile market of Bangladesh.

5. Analysis of statistical validiry,

1.3 Methodology

The study was carried out using step-by-step methodolOgy as outlined below;

1. Study of market char<lcterislics and consumer behavior through survey in

selected market scgments in order to identify internal and exrcrnal

environmental factors, aflecting business of local companie~ in Bangladesh.

2. Datn collection from selected market places.

- 2 -



3. Identification of segmentation variables

4. Analysis of consumer behavior in the selected segments,

5, Computation of corporate and brand imagc values, and their correlation in
Bangladesh.

6. Anal}sis and selection of a specific service sub-sector in Bangladesh
7, Study ofC! values in the sub-sedor.

1.4 Scopes and Limitations

The study analyzed five large-to-medium service organizations, and five large-to_

medium production organi7--utions.Because of possibility of adverse impact on markct

and companies, their names have not been disclosed, rather alphabetical terms have been
used.

Thc study covered only consumer market, as this is the distant largest market in

Bangladesh. Again, there are thousands of different types of consumer goods being

marketed in Bangladesh. Out of this, a large and vibrant segment is the chemical goods,

such as soap, shampoo, lotion, body spray, after-shave, etc, or their .horizontally
dependent items, such as razor.

-] -



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Marketing Parameters

A host of managcment functions exist to run businesses, which are considered as

the line functions of an organization. Howevcr, markcting has been the major determinant

in corporate business success. TIus includes strategic decision making as welL There are

large n!.lmbers or examples which show (hat a good strategic steps in marketing may take

an organization to the hill-top of business success, where as a single error make throw a

big company down to earth [1].

Again, a host of parameters detcrmine the success in marketing strategy [1]. These

include:

1 Segmentation

2. Differentiation

3. Variety

4. Pricing

5. Reputation

6. Corporate Identity

7. Brand Image

S Packaging

9 Logistics

10.Availability

11 Advertising

12. Etc.

The market may be classified into two broad categories: Consumer market and

Industrial or Business market.

- 4-



A consumer market is the one where products, or services are created for direct

consumption by an individual consumer. The products are sold in large quantities, with

more varieties available in hand, having more sentimental attachment, with more

segmentation orientation. Generally, in a developing economy, consumer market IS

predominantly large, with product market having bigger share than service market [2J.

The consumer market is distinctly different from industrial or business market. While

all the factors above are important determinants of consumcr marketing, industrial

marketing is not. In case of industrial marketing, technical quality, after-sales service,

reputation, etc. are important. This requircs careful attention in setting marketing strategy

in consumer market.

A consmuer market is more volatile and sensitive than mdustrial market. This

requires far more attention on marketing strategy than industrial market. As such inter-

parameter interaclion, cOlTelalion of several factors, etc. arc vital in consumer marketing.

2.2 Corporate Identity

In marketing, COIporate Identity (el) is thc "persona" of an organization, which is

designed to accord with and facililate the altainment ofbllsiness objectives, and is usually

visibly manifesled by way of branding and the use of logo and trademarks.

Corpomte idenlily comes into being when there is a COllllIlonownership of an

trustworthiness which is manifested into a distincl corporate cl.llture - the corporate

personality. At its mosl profound, the public feel that they have ownership of the

philosophy [3].

In general, this amounts to IWOstrong issues: a trusted name and a logo (Iogot}Pe

and/or logob'Tam) and supporting devices eOllllIlonly assembled within a set of guidelines.

These guidelines govern how the identity is applied and confinn approved colour

~5 ~



palelles, typefaces, pagc layouts and other such methods of maintaining visual continuity

and brand recognition across all physical manifcstations of the brand.

Many companies, such as McDonald's and CocaCola, have their own identity that

runs through all of their produclS and merchandise. The trademark "M" logo and the

yellow and red appears consistently throughout the McDonald's packaging and

advertisements. Many companies pay large amounts of money for an Identity that is

extremely dlstingnishable, so it can appeal more to its targeted audience [3].

Corporate Identity is often viewed as being composed of three parts:

• Corporate Design (logos, unifonns, etc.)

• Corporate Communication (commercials, public relatIOns, information, etc.)

• Corporate Behavior (internal values, norms, etc,)

Corporate] dentity has become a universal technique for promoting companies and

improving corporate culture.

Balmer has used statistical eOOl"e!ationteehnqiues to analyze and validate the

rclationshiops among thesc tilrcc factors III the USA. Howcvcr, he noted down thai

eulture plays a big role in dtemlllling these relations [3]. As such the conculsions do not

apply to the consumer market or bangladesh. Nevertheless, the framework of analysis is

well applicable to the Bangladesh market.

2.2.1 Sociological sense

Corporate identity can also have a sociological sense. In any large society

members of a minority tend to develop a "corporate identity" where they feel a special

bond to any other member of that minority even if they have never met tile person before.

This bond develops because they generally have similar experiences, face similar

discrimination, have simil~r cultural valncs, cconomic limitations, ctc.

-G -



In the United Stales, for instance, persons of Arab or Jewish ancestry, blacks,

Hispanics, and persons who follow non-Christian religions, among many other

minorities, each have a sense of corporate identity. Withm a particular group there are

feelings of "we have to watch out for each olher" and "I have an obligation not just to

succeed, but to help others of my group" [2, 4J.

However, in Bangladesh, having more uniform cross-section of consumers,

corporate identity does not have a similar impact.

A common corrolary to this sense of corporate identity is a eoncern about

assimilating into the majority culture to the extent where the minority group ceases to

exist for all practical purposes. Corporate identity is promoted, strenb>thened and

encouraged by activities such as teaching the ancestral language, practice of rituals and

social customs, observance of holidays, etc., from the minority culture and discouraging

marriage outside the particular group or moving to a geographic area where the minority

b'l"OUP does not have a significant presence.

2.2.2 Organizational point of view

In recent development, researchcl's proposed a new definition of corporate identity,

based on the general organization theory. This definition regards identity as a result of

social interaction [5]:

• Corporale identity is the way corporate actors (actors who perceive themselves as

acting on behalf of the eompany) make sense of their company in ongoing social

interaction with other actors in a specific context 11includes shared perceptions

of reality, ways-to-do-things, etc., and interlocked behaviour.

• In this process the corporate actors are of equal importance as those others;

corporate identity pertains to the company (the group of COlllorate actors) as well

as to the relevant others;

-7-



• Corporate actors construct different identities in different contexts,

2.2.3 Corporate Visual Identity

COrpOrllleVisual Identity plays a sil;niricant role in thc wayan Ol'ganization presents

itself to both internal and external stakeholders. In general terms, a corporate visual

identity expresses the values and ambitions of an organisation, its business, and its

charactcristics. Four functions of corporate visual identity can bc distinguished. Three of

these are aimed at external stakeholders [51.

1, First, a corporate visual identity provides an organisation with visibility and

'recognisability'. For virtually all profit and non-profit organisations it is of vital

importancc that people know that the orgamsation exists and remember its name

and COTebusiness at thc right time.

2. Second, a corporate visual identity symbolises an organisation for external

stakeholders, and, hence, contributes to its image and reputation, possible

relationships betwccn corporate visual identity and repntation. The coneulsion is

that corporate visual identity plays a supportive role in corporate reputations.

3. Third, a corporate visual identity cxpresses the structure of an organisation to its

extcrnal stakeholders, visual ising its coherencc as well as the relationships

betwccn divisions or wlits. In this regard, the most omprlant innovation is the

'corporate identity stl'llcture', which consists of three concepts: monolithic brands

for companies which have a single brand, a branded identity in which different

brands are developed for parts of the organization or for different product lines,

and an endorsed identity with different brands which arc (visually) cOllllected to

each other,

Although thesc cotlcepts arc oftcn prcsented as the corporate identity structure,

thcy mcrely provide an indication of the visual presentalion of (parts of) the

- 8 -



organization. It is therefore bcttcr to describc it as a 'corporate visual identity

stlucture' .

4. A fourth, internal function of corporatc visual identity relates to cmployees'

identiJicalion with lhe organisalion as a whole and/or the specific departments

they work for (depending on the corporate visual strategy in this respect).

Identification appears to be crucial for employees, and corporate visual identity

probably plays a symbolic role in creating such identi fication.

The definition of the corporate visual identity management [5] is:

Corporate visual identity management involves the planned maintenance,

assessment and development of a corporate visual identity as well as associated

tools and support, anticipating de~elopments both inside and outside the

organization, and engagmg employees in applying it, with the objective of

contributing to employees' idenlifi~alioll with and appre~iation of the

organizalion as well as re~ognition and appreciation among external stakeholders.

Special attcntion is paid to corporate Identity in time> of organisational ~hange.

Once a new corporate idenllty is implemented, attention to corporate identity related

issues generally tends to decrease. However, corporate identity needs to be managed on a

structural basis, to be internalised by the employees and to hannonlse with future

organisalional developmeuts.

Efforts to manage the corporate visual identity WIll result iu more consistency and

thc corporate visual identity management mix should includc structural, cliltural and

stratcgic aspects [6]. Gllidelines, procedures and tools can bc summarized as the

structural aspccts of managing the corporate visllal identity,

Howcvcr, as important as the structural aspects may be, they illllst be

complemented by two other types of aspects, Among the cultural aspects of corporate

-9-



visual identity management, socialization - i.e. formal and infonnalleaming processes -

turned out to influence the consistency of a corp{lfate visual identity, Managers are

important as a role modcl and they can clcarly sct an cxample. This implies that they

need to be aware of the impact of their behavior, which has an effect on how employees

behave. If managers pay attention to the way they convey the idenllly of their

organization, including t he u se 0 f a e orpomte visual identity, this will h ave a p ositivc

effect on the attention employees give to the corporate visual identity.

Further, it seems to be important that the organization communicates the strategic

aspects of the corporate visual identity. Employees need to have knowledge of the

corporate visual identity of their organization - not only the general reasons for using the

corporate visual identity, such as its role in enhancing the visibility and recognizabihty of

the orgamzation, but also aspects of the story behind the corporate visual identity. The

story should explain why the design Iits the organization and what the design - in all of

ilS elements - is intended to express [6]'

The main drawback for Bangladeshi organizations is that organization do never

try to incorporate employees in brand ownership, as ahs been evident in the studies

presnted in the folowing chapters.

There are various modcls that have advanced knowledge about forming and

managing CI but their diverse approaches and perspectives havc led to questions about

each model's capabilities and hmitations, A lack of consensus defining a standaTdi7.-edCl

construct has led to confnsion determining the Cl context and ilS management [7].

In order to incorporate acting variables into a model, a further review of the

literature is needed to identify criteria for a clear, workable, usethl and valid visual

model. This resulted in the 10 criteria: visual clarity, case of interpretation, logical

sequence, adjustment and adaptability, production of synergles, employee

operationalizalion, ease of memorizing, effectiveness, modulanty and proactivity.

Eventnally a six-station model for corporate identity was devised [8]_

- 10-



A dual research technique. includiug qualitative and quantitative methods for

lriangulauon purposes, was used to investigate the model. Triangulating lindings offers

precise and reliable results and explanations. The qualitative research phase inclnded in-

depth, semi-~lruelmed inler\'lews with CI consultants and business managers. Interviews

were recorded, transcribed and coded by two researchers following accepted practice.

Inter-coder rcliabili ly "as calculated at 89%. The quantitative research phase involved

presenting the model and having practitioners and acadcmics complete a questionnaire to

seek their views about it. Alpha coefficients were calculated for each of the questiOllllaUe

items, whose values exceeded 0.60 [9, 10].

2.3 Brand Management

Even iliough lhe variables addressed in the brand extensIOn literature are very

broad, the following section focuse, on those perceptual factors that havc an influence on

brand image.

Thc perceIVed quality of the brand is a variable that has been considered in

various brand extension studics. The nnllerl ying assumption is that the bcliefs or attitudes

regarding thc otiginal brand will be transmitted to the ex!cIl.'.ion, and a greater perceived

quahty In the original brand will have a positive crfec! On acceptance of the extension.

However, the rescarchcrs did not find any direct quality effect, given tile same influences

through the IiI. Nevertheless, it was fonnd clTeet oceurs when a secondary analysis of tile

data is perfomled. More recent studies have demonstrated a relationship between greater

brand quality and the success of an extension [11J.

The research papcrs have shown using structural equations modeling, that brand

associations, which encompa5s the three constructs brand image, perceived quality and

brand aUitudc, are mimed to eaeh oilier [12, 13].

Givcn these findings, it can be anticipated lhat consumers' perceptions of brand

- 11 -



quality before brand extension influence:; brand image after the extension, Therefore a

conclusion Canbe drawn: The perceived quality of the brand will have a positive effect-

a) on the general brand image after extension and

b) on the pl'Oduct brand image after extension.

The knowledge, or familiarity, that consumers have with the brand is 1ikely to

influence all of their perceptions of the brand. The structural equation model shows that

consumers' relationshIp:; with the brand affect intentions ofpurehasmg the extension, for

similar or different exteru;ions, Literature has considered brand knowledge together with

the fit, and found diffcrent results according to the associations the extension had with the

brand, It was observed that consumers' reactions before a brand extension will be

affected by their familiarity with the products related to the brand.

Tbe reputation of the parent brand has also been taken into account while

measuring it through items related to the satisfaction provided by the brand, It was found

that experience with the brand influenced the trial of extended products. Also, it was

found thot brand image may change depending on consumers' level of familiarity with

tilCbrand. As a resuh of this literature, another conclusion Can be drawn [14, I5, 16]:

Consumers' brand famiharity Or relationship with the brand will have a positivc
effect [17]-

a) On the general brond image aJler extension ami

b) On thc product brand imagc after extcnsion.

'When analyzing the effcct of an extcnsion upon a brand's mIage, the fit or

similarity bctween the parent brand and the extended brand arc likely to affect the brand's

image, Many studies have found a direct effect between the fit perceiycd by consumcrs

and the acceptance 0 fthe extension. M ore recent studies h ave proposed variables that

moderate the effect of the fit on the acccptan,e of the extension. These include the
,ommunication strategy too [18j.

- 12-



2.4 Difference between Prodnction Strategy and Service Strategy

A clear positiomng lS one of the key succes, factors for service companies, yet

many organizations face a higher risk when extending their corporate name. One of the

reasons for this is that brand extension strategies are likely to create new associations in a

conswner's mind, or confuse their feeling, and belle!s.

The literature about extending product bnmds shows evidence of this, although

there is limited published data about services brand extensions. Dne of the attractions of

extending the corporate brand in the services sector is services greater number of

intangible attributes. all of which arc thought to enhance the ease of access to new

categories [2]. What is evident is that the net effect of service extensions on corporate

image is no( clear. It is pos,ible (hat corporate image may be damaged by the use of a

brand ex(ension strategy. This idea is reflected in the first hypothesis of a research [19].

Hi: Service brand extensions dilute corporate image since the extension creates

new associations or confuse!, curren( associations.

The efl"ectof extensions on the corporate brand might be negative, there are cases

in whcrc some new services and products do not dilute, but rathcr reml"oree (he parent

bn'-nd. This is due to the prescnee of certain strengthening variables. We detail sevcral

hypotheses regarding relevant variables in this process.

H2: The nature of a corporate image beroTe a brand extension is positively

as!,ociated with the corporate image after an extension.

The nature of the fUla! corporate image will also depend on the information

introduced by the extensIOn's attributes, especially the fit or similarity that the consumer

perceives between the attributes ol"the extension and those of the parent brand.

H3: Higher perceived fit leads to superIOr perceived quality of the brand

- 13 -



extension. In a case wherc thc cOmpany launches new services very different from the

cuuent ones, the perceived fit can be increased through prOjecting a good corporate

im~ge to potential customers. C0'l,orate brands represent the product manufacturer or

service provider amI their main utility is in the non-physical.

However, as a result of the notable lcverage of corporate brand names by service

companies, brand extension strategies may be eroding, or even deteriorating the extended

brand's image. While this has been shown to be the case for tangible products, it has not

been subjected to the same depth ofinvestigation in the services sector [20]. While 70%

of GOP and 65% of employment in more developed countries comes from the services

sector, the scenario is little dlfTerent in Bangladesh. Nevertheless, as a growing economy,

service scctor is I ikely to grow at a very high r ate within the next decade. Growth 0 f

mobile companics and logistical compames clearly indicate that.

Within this context, this rcseareh analyzed impact of different marketing variables

in service sector in Bangladesh and explains how service brands' extensions influence

corporate image.

2.5 Statistical Inference

Scldom does a decision maker or analyst have complete infonnation On the

subject matter to be analyzed. Statistical Inference is a process by which a decision maker

concludes about the characteristics of a busincss process from a small part of the total

system. While the total bllSmess systcm is the population, the small part is considered as

a sample.

StatisticaIlllfercnce is used in numerous occasions in order to analyze a business

process, an enginecring system or a social event. Several statistical tools and tcchniques,

such as Hypothesis Te~ling, Contingency analysis (lISing 1.' or student t or F test),

correlation analysls, etc, arc frequently used in analyzing the characteristics of a business

[21J. Reports reveal that in marketing management, these techniques have becn used on
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several occasions to analyze mainly cnstomcr bchavior, sales pattern, forecastmg market

dcmand ete. [22, 23].

This projeet used the tcehniqncs to analyze relation between Corporate Identity

and Brand image, correlation between market variables in branding decision and market

segmentatioll.
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Chapter 3

Corporate Identity Scenario in Bangladesh

3.1 What CI is

In marketing, several factors determine success in the market. It may happen that

a company fails to penetrate the market, despite hIgh quality of its prodnet. Its brand

image, corporate identily (CI), marketing policy and plan, etc. determines success for a

product.

A Corporate Identity (0) is the "persona" of an organization which is designed

to accord with and facilitate the attainment of business objectives, and is lISlially visibly

manifested by way of branding and related trademark. It lS a mailer of reputation and

trustworthiness on a name.

Corporate identity comes into being wben lhere is a common ownership of an

organizatlOnal philosophy, which is manifest in a distinct corporate cnltnre - the

corporate personality, Al ils mosl profound, the public feel that they have ownership of

the philosophy,

A CI has mainly two parts associated-

I, one part of this identity governs Its legal entity in a market (or country) - sllch as

a company name, a logo and a trademark.

2. thc other part is its reputation and trustworthmess, such as a brand name,

In general, the fir~t part amounts to a logo (logotype and/or logogram) and

supporting devices commonly assembled within a set of b'Uidelines. These guidelincs

govern how the identity is apphed and confirm approved color palettes, typefaces, page
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layouts and other such methods of maintaining visual continuity and brand recognition

across ull physica!manifestallOlls ol'the branu,

Many C(lmpnnieg, such as McDnnald's, have their own identity that runs throui;h

all of their product, and 1J1el'chundise,The trademark "M" logo and the yellow and red

appear consistently throughout the McDonald's packaging and advertisements. Many

companies pay large amount, of money for an identity that is extremely distinguishable,

so it can appeal more to its targeted audience. III Bangladesh, the mobile companies have

established theIr logo and trademarks firmly. For instance, people eaSily and popularly

recognize stri~;es of a tiger as trademark of Bangia Link, and three sky blue leaves as a

trademark ofGrameen Phone. However, other mobile operators didn't sueceed up to this

level.

From the first point o[view, Corporate Identity is often viewed as being composed of

three parts:

• Corporate Design (logos, uniforms, etc.)

• Corporate Communication (commercisls, public relations, infonnation, etc.)

• Corporate BehaviOl' (internal values, norms, etc.)

Corporate identity has become a Wliversal technique for promoting companies and

impl'oving corporate cultul'e.

3.2 CVI Value

COlporate Visual Identity plays a significant role in the wayan organization presents

it,elf to both intenlal and cxternal stakeholders. In general terms, a corporate visual

identity expresScs thc valucs and ambitions of an organization, its business, and its

characteristics. Four functions of corporate visual identity can be distinguished. 11u:ee of

these are aimed at external stakcholdcrs.
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1. First, a corporate viSlial Identity provides an organizatIon with visibility and

'recognizability', For virtually all profit and non-profit organizations it is of vital

lnlportance that people know that the orgamzation exists and remember its name

and core business at the right time,

2. Second, a corporate visual identity symbolizes an organization for external

stakeholders, and, hence, conlnbutes to its image and reputation. Corporate visual

identity plays a supportive role in corporate reputations.

3. ThlTd, a corporate vIsual identity expresses the struClUre of an organization to its

external stakeholders, ~isualizing its 'Cl1JerenCe as well as the relationships

between divisions or units. Corporate idenllty structure consists of three 'ClnCepts:

monolithic brands for companies which have a single brand, ~ branded identity in

which different brands are developed for parts of the organization or for different

prodnct lines, and an endorsed identity with different brands whieh are (visually)

connected to each other.

4. A fonrth, internal function of corporate vIsual identily.,elates to employees'

identification with the organization as a whole and/or the spcrifie departments

they work for (depending on the corporate visual strategy in this respect).

ldentification appears to be crucial for employees, and corporale visual identity

probably plays a symbolic role in ,reating such identification.

The definition of the corporate visual identity management is:

COIporate l'I'suai idelility management involves Ihe pla"ned maintenance,
asses.,me"t and dewlopment of (J corporate visual identity us well as associated

tools and support, anticipating developments both mside ami outside the

organization, and engaging employees in applying it, wah the oojecl;ve of

contributing 10 employees' identificatIOn with and appreciation of the

organization as well as reeognition and appreciation among exlernal

stake/lalders.

•



Spccial attention IS paid to corporate idcntity in times of organizational change.

Once a new corporate idcntity is implemented, attention to corporate idcntily relatcd

issues gcnerally tends to decrease. However, corporate identity needs to be managed on a

structural ba~i~, to bc internalized by the employees and to hannoniLe with future

orgamzalional devc1opments,

Efforts to manage the corporate visual identity will result in more consistency and

the cOlporate visual l(lentity management mix should include structural, cu](ural and

strategic aspects. Guidelines, procedures and tools can be summarized as the structural

aspects of managing the corporate visual identity,

3.3 A Six-station Cl Model

When Cl is considered as an Olltput of some variables, such as imagc, reputation

and trustworthiness, etc" then CI can be defined in different way. The six-station model

was posited as rel1ecting the proccss of creating corporate identity. Although

indcpendent, each station interacls with the others to form a "corporate ncural network".

Identity fonnation involves cognitive and affective components. An image interface with

stakeholders occurs at each station of the six station model, both internally and

externally. Image interface is defined as the point of contact betwcen stakeholders and

company. The grcate"t imagc mterfaee occurs at thc last station, when public opinion has

been formed, since corporate personahty, image and reputation are shaped on the basis of

the previous stages of the process. The six stations are:

L Head Station

2. Strategy Station

3. Creativity Station

4. Communication Station

5. Hrunan Corporate Power Station

6. Critical Triplet Station
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TIle following section explains thcse six slations, and subseqllently explains the

strategic and competitive position of local companies in terms of thcse stations.

3.4 Six Station Model ill Bangladesh

Local companies in Bangladesh partly succeeded in creating brand image and

corporate ident)!y. This is notably very cOlmncndable in mobile communication, but

miserably failed in chemical cosmetics type conswner goods. The conditions of local

chemical lype consumer good manufacturing companies of Bangladesh are analyzed

below using Six-station CI model [3]. The six station model explams the possibility of

creating a corporate idenlity and brand image from six points of views .

The first station is the Head Station, which incorporates thc elements of top

management, mission, vision values, and thc leadefllhip style of the company. The key

element of this station is effective, facilitative leadership, exercised by skilful top

management who forge the company's vision, mission and values, along \vith suitable CI

objectives. Senior management plays a cTIleialrole in this station since it is their vaiLleS,

attitudes and "leas, \vhich will bc retlected in administrative policies influencing CI. The

main weakness of local companies in the sclccted market segment rcvealed that they are

very poor in lhe Hcad slalion

The Strategy Station and its mechanisms revolve around Corporate Strategy,

BrandsIProducts & Services and thc role of Marketing. This station focuses on the

fonnulation of a corporate strategy resulting from consensus among top executives

interacting with each strategic unit. Corporate strategy is used by the marketing

department to devise a brand or product strategy. The local companies arc very weak in

product strategy as well as brand strutegy.

Stalion three, the Creativity Station (Visual Identity, Corporate Visual Identity

Systems, Advertising), incorporates the necessary corporate crcativity functions and their

evolution and interrelation with corporate advertising. This is concemed with developing
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a company's, product's or brand's visual representation. Developing a visual identity

builds on feedback from key stakeholders. A company's symbols, logos and artifacts

should only bc introduced ifthcy represent and contribute to a company's self-Image and

philosophy. Although local companies try 10create visual identity, they do not share the

ideas with slakeholders. Absence offeedbaek is totally absent in the marketing culture in

Bangladesh.

TIle Communication Station (External, Internal and Digital Communication) is

the fourth station. It is characterized by the establishment of multidimensional

communication channels both for thc transmission and reception of information. Thc

impact of communication towards the entire organization, stakehold~ and the company

staff is closely monitored since they arc significantly affected by the flow of

communication and by the communication pattcm cmployed within the company, not

only fOlTIlaIlybut also infOimally. Local companies are very weak in communication and

flow of information.

Stakeholders, Organization's Staff and Group Dynamism are the corporate

elements which comprisc thc Human Corporate Power Station, the fifth station. This

station focuses on the human elcmcnts contributing to the fonnatlon of a corporate ethos.

The values, attitudes and opinions of internal and eXlernal stakeholders influence the way

a corporation can convey its idcmity. In fact, thc role of stake holders is ignored largC!y

in Bangladesh. A s a r cSllll, they miserably failed top opularizc t heir visual i denlity 0 r

logo. However, the mobile operators, especially Grameen Phone and BanglaLink have

succeeded in this station. This may largely be contributed to their connection with

stakeholders.

In the sixth station, the Critical Triplet Station (Corporate Reputation, Image,

Pcrsonality), the lonnulation of a company's corporate personality, reputation and image

is jl.ldged by external stakeholders. The components of this station reaeh out to external

stakeholders.
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This (Critical Triplet Station) is another critical station as it shapes

stakeholders' perception of the company. Corporate identity is obtained through

IlIldcrstanding of an organization's personality and its corporate values. A company

acqUlres identity only after its values combine to form its personality. By acquiring a

good reputation, u company has competitive advantage Over its rivals. Consumers'

beliefs, attitudes and impressions create a con~ept of 'image' and contribute to a

compan)", rep\l1atl<1ll,1"h~ 10(":11~"'''I':oni~.< 'lOV"" like I" he jll<lg~t1 by cxlcr'ml

stakeholders. Corporate personalily is thus totally a vague term.

Position of local companies against the spirits of all SIX stations mainly

contrib,ded to failure on creating C1 and brand image.

Bahner (3) explained thal Tlust on br~nd, Social Pride to brand name and logo,

and popularity of a brand in the market placc or society determines the success of a

company in terms of brand name, visual identity (logo), sales volume (or bottom-linc

success), long-lasting business through stabilily in bw,iness and acceptability of a

company in thc society through social invement.

Although Balmcr [3J explaincd that in the US and European market, "Trust" is (he

main factor behind br:md image and visual idcntity (e.g. a logo), this study found with

Sluprise that il is largely not truc In Bangladesh. The following Figure (Figure 3.1) shows

the Cl deployment matrix for the local comp:mics.

The study applied the concept of Quality FWlction Deployment to find the

correlation values. As such standard symbols ofQFD have been used along with standard

weightages of 9, 3, and I to denote strong, medium or moderate and weak relations. Thc

bl:mk cells indicate absence ofrclation, wit zero weightage.
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Standard Symbols used:

o Strong relution : Weightage = 9

6, Moderate relation: Weightage = 3

o Weak relation: Weiglllllge = 1

Busines, factor,

0~ ~"~
, U

~ '" ~

'"" E, ~ "E 0 " 0 :;: u~
~
-Customer Detailed " " E • ~ 0

E ~ " " " S " U
" " ~ " " • ;S " Zfactors factors " " g "" " '"0 , .~ .3 ~

~
~

" " 00 " " ", 00 " .,
2 > o-=: 2" '" " 0 • 0ro ~ " ro " c :z ;' 0

Quality 0 0 9 162 0.20

Availability 0 5 45 0.06
Trust 22 0.35

Compliance
S 72 0.090to Specs

Social value 0 9 81 0.10
Pride 16 0.38

Rcputation 0 0 0 D , 7 217 (l.28

CSR 0 0 5 90 0.11
Popularity 14 0.27

Familiarity D D , 0 9 126 0.16

CI valuc 2. 28 27 4 21 Total 793 LO LO
Normalized CI (NCI)

0.26 0.26 0.25 0.04 0.19
value

Group NCI values 0.52 0,25 0.23

CSR - Corporate Social Responsibilities; NCr - Normalized Corporate ldentity.

Figure 3.1 Corporate Identity valucs and correlations.
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The weightages (in a scale of 10) against the "detailed factors" were assigned by

the experts of marketing management (teachers of marketing as well as marketing

managers of some organizations). Opinions of 10 experts were obtamed and an average

(later on rounded up to integer values) was calculated for each factor.

The relationship (between 'Detailed Factors' and 'Business factors') valucs (c.g.

strong, medilllll or weak) wcre obtained from the opinions of the customers (around 500).

Aftcr calculating the CI and Normalized CI (NCI) values, contradictory

information arc found. While the expcrts assign a total weightage of 22 for tJle factor

"Trust" and 16 for "Pride", the NCI values are 0.35 and 0.38 respectively. That mcans,

experts opincd that "Trust" should be the main factor (because of the highest weightage

of 22) behind cteating a brand image, which is in-line with the results of Balmcr [3] too.

But the NCr values show that "Pride" is the main lllctor (the hIghest NCI value of 0.38)

behind brand in Bangladesh .

.Ibis indicate that thc customers of these eonsumcr products in Bangladesh likes

to take 'Pride' from usage of foreign brands, which is sLlrprlsinglymore important to

them than trustworthiness of a hrand. This further means that pride plays the main role

behind a 'brand name' and a 'logo', which together carry a total weightage of 0.52 group

NCI valuc.

3.5 Brand Loyalty and Age Differentiation

The relation between age and brand loyalty in thc target market segment is of

importance. It must bc statcd that age is always an important market determinant for

many purposes, one being segmentation. There is a high chance that age affects selection

of brand. This section analyzes the relationship using parametric hypothesis testing using

Normal assumption and Xi.distribution.
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3.5.1 Contingency Relationship Between Agc llnd Brand Loyalty

Brand loyalty i5 analyzed li'om the data of 526 customers in one week time period

from different shops of (he target market segment. The study was limited to only

eonswner good cosmetic itern. The sales patterns of these products were collected from

the shop keepcrs. The following table (Table.3.1) shows number of customers who

bought some types of cosme(i~s. These collected values are considered as the observed

frequency 0 r customers, which is compared with the calculated expected frequency 0 f

customers, as per standard test.

This analysis focuses on brand loyalty from the assumption that some people are

highly loyal to brands and always seeks for (hat brand. On the other hand, some pooplc

have no specific choice. They buy what ever brand is available.

Table 3.1 Sales Pattern (Observed Frequency of Customers).

Age groups (years) Total No. of

Specific local + locally

produced foreign

brands

Specific Fully foreign

brands (imported)

Any available oue (no

specific choice)

Total No, of customers

20-30 31-40 Ab()ve 40 cu.s[()mers

31+49- 40+73= 3')+78= 110+200-

80 113 117 310

GO 48 32 140

21 33 22 7G

101 194 171 526 I
The above table shows observed frequency (0) of customers. The expected

frequencies (E) of customers arc calculated and shown in the contingency table below

(Table 3.2).



Table 3.2 Contingency Table for Expected Frequency of Customers.

Specific local + locally

produced foreign brands

Specific Fully foreign

brands (mlported)

Any available one (no

specific choice)

Total No. of customers

Age groups (years) Total No.

20-30 31-40 Above 40 of customers

161x310 110+200
526 114 101

= 95 310
194xl40

43 526 45 140
= 52

171x 76
23 28 526 76

= 25
161 194 171 526 I

Based on Tables 3.1 and 3.2, a X2analysis is done. The analysis is sho\Vll in Table

3.3 given below (where, L = local or locally produced foreign brands, F = Fully foreign

brands (imported), A = Available any, 0 = Observed frequency, E" Expected freq.).

Table 3.3 A -/ analysis_

Choice 0 E (O-E) (O-Ei
(0 _E)2

E

L 80 95 - 15 225 2.37

L 113 114 - 1 1 0.009

L 117 101 16 256 2.53

F 60 43 17 289 6.72

F 48 52 -4 16 0.31

F 32 45 13 169 3.76

A 21 23 -2 4 0.17

A 33 2& 5 25 0.89

A 22 25 -3 9 0.36

Total 0 17.119
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Thus, X' value i~ 17.119, which should be compared against the critical x' value, as
shown in Figure 3.2 below [Ref. 25: p-276-277].

•

• o

Degree offreedom D ~ 4

13.3,---------------.t :-.--------
Fail to reject Ho 'Reject HG

Figure 3.2 The -/ test for Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

The classification of lhb type of dependence verification always states that the variables

are independent [25, p - 273], i.e. there is no relationship betwccn age and brand loyalty,

or brand selection. Thus, the assumed hypotheses are as follows (as per standard

statistical assumption):

Ho: There is no relationship bet\\icell age and brand selection/loyalty

H, : T11creis relationship between age and brand selectionlloyalty.

Since calculated value of x' (= 17.119) > critical value (= 13.3), Ho is rejected and HI is

acceptcd. Thus, there is a relationship between age and choice of cosmetics.

Decisiotl

Brand loyalty largely dcpcnds on age.
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3.5.2 Level of Difference Bctwecn Brands

Based on Table 3.1, further analyses can be donc to verify whether there arc

differenccs between local, locally produced/packaged foreign and fully foreign

(imported) brands of products in the target segment. This analysis assumed Normal

distribution. If Normal assumption is not corrcct, then nonparametric test would be

required which is givcn in Chapter 5.

HypM/re.\is testing 1- Local brands .vs. Locally produced/packaged Foreign brands

Ho: There is no significant difference (in choosing a brand) between two local

brands and locally produced/packaged foreign brands.

HI: There is significant difference between two brands.

Level of signifiean~e a = 0.05

At tllis level of significancc, ZC""",I value is found to bc 1.64 (from standard

normal table). The hypothesis tcsts whether the difference is significant. If Z < 1.64, the

null hypothesis is <Icceptcd (fail to reject), i.e. therc is no significant difference in

selection betwccn two categories ofbrand<; : local brands and locally produccd/packaged

foreign brands, which n"thcr means, both categories have equal appeal to the customers.

If Z > 1.64, thcn there is significant difference bctween these two groups.

Accept or fail to reject Ho

1.64

: Rcject 1-10~~

Figure 3.3 Hypothesis testing for two categories of brands.
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From Table 3.1, it IS found that out of 526 customer, -

Number of customers buyi.ng locally pwduced foreign brands = lOa = 38 %}
= 310

Number of customers buymg local brands = 110 = 21 %

Standard Normal value for the difference between two proportions is [25, P"ge: 224]-

I)-P2

PI(I-Pj) P2(1-P2),----
nl nz

0.38-0.21
(OJ 8)(1- 0.38) (0.21)(1 - 0.21)

526 + 526

=6.15>1.64

'I hus, null hypothesis is rejected and alternative hypothesis is accepted. That

means -there is signifkanl difference in appeal fN two brands. It must be noted that the

prices of local brands and locally made foreign brands arc nearly equal. Thus, cost can

not be held responsible for this brand choice. Cu~tomers prefer locally

produced/packaged foreign brand~ than local brands. This means that local companies

failed to create corporate identity.

Hypothe,"i.' testing 2 _ Locally produced/packaged foreign brands. vs. Totally foreign

(imported) brands

The same hypothesis and level of significance apply to all groups. Similarly,

Figurc 3.3 also applics to alltcsting.

PI -P2

PIO-PI) P2(l-1'2),~--~
"1 "2

0.38- 0.27 3"~~~~~~~~~~~~= .8>1.64

1
(0.38)0-0.38) + (0.27)(1-0.27)

\ 526 526

Thus, null hypothe~is i~ rejected and alternative hypothesis is accepted. That

means -there is significant difference in appeal lor two brands. It seems (hat customers

prefer locally prodllcedfpackaged foreign brands than totally foreign (imported) brands.

BUIthe major point (0 note that there is significant difference in prices of locally made
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foreign brands and totally foreign (imported) brands. Thus, conclusion is w)lhheld, as !his

required further investigation, which has been given at the end Oflhis chapter.

Hypothesis testing 3 - Local bra"d, .• vs. Totally foreig" (imported) brands

The same hypothesis an<.llevel of significance apply to all groups. Similarly,

Figure 5.1 also applies to all testing.

1'1 - 1'2
1'1(1-1'1) 1'2(1-1'2)+----

nl "2

0.27-0.21
(0.27)(1- 0.27) + (0,21)(1- 0.21)

526 526

",2.28>1,64

Thus, null hypothesis is rejecled and alternative hypothesis is accepted. That

means - there is significanl difference in appeal for two brands. Customers prefer totally

foreign (imported) brands over local brands. Although, local brands arc cheaper than the

imported items, it lS nevertheless preferred by the customers. This means that local

companies failed to create eorporate identity.

3.5.3 Correlation analysis of cost on brand selection

Conlinuing lhe discussion on the conelusion of hypothesis 2 above, it is necessary

[0 lest the impact of cost on brand selection. The analysis on hypothesis 2 shows that

locally produced foreign brands are preferred over totally foreign brands, which is subject

to COSI advantage. As such, a follow-up study was performed with a single question-

Question: If the prices of totally foreign (imported) brands are equal to those of

locally produced foreign brands, lhen which one will you seleet?

The overwhelming answer was in favor of totally foreign (imported) brands. All

of the 126 respondents were in favor of thIS answer. This justified that further correlation

analysis is nol required.
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3.6 Brand Loyalty Based on Income Group

This sDetion verifies whether consumers from different income groups have

ditTerent ideas about ,igidness Onbrand selection. The rcason is - rigidness on brand

selection provcs the brand's trnstwolthiness. Frequent change of brands proves that the

consumer docs not have llUst on specific brand.

However, this analysis does not reflect the choices among three possible types _

local, locally made foreign and totally foreign (imported. This analysis rather expresses

brand loyalty, in terms of 'trust'. That's why, local and locally made foreign brands have

been grollped into one and totally foreign (imported) brands have becn lell in another

group. TIle following table (Table 3.4) shows pcrcentage ofrcspondents for three groups.

Table 3.4 Choice on brands.

Incomc group Income range Local and Totally foreign No choice of

locaHy made (imported) brands (any

foreib'll brands available)
Lower < 3000 48% Nil 52%
Lower middle 3000 15,000 55% Nil 45%
Higher middle 15,001- 50,000 35% 25% 40%
wwerhigh 50,001 100,000 40% 45% 15%
Middle high 100,000 500,000 20% 75% 5%

The results of Table 3.4 are interesting. A quick review of Table 3.4 at a glancc

shows that perccntage of customers with "No Choice" option dramatically decreases with

increase in income level. \V1Jile52% customers in the lower income group has no choice

on brand, it is as low as 5% in case of Middle-high income 6'l"ouP.

It is now necessary 10 te~l whether the diffcrences are significant or no!. This

analysis requires the lISe of Figure 3.3, where level of significance has been considered

equal to 0.05.
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Test]: Lower ;11comegroup

The first test is on difference of choices for lower income group_ It shows that

48% customers of lower income group have specific choice for local and locally

manufactured foreign brands, where it they have no choice for imported items, and 52%

of customers have no choice, i.e. they buys whatever brand (local or locally made foreign

brand) is available in the shop.

z= PI -P2
P1(l-PJl P2(l-P2)+----

III 112

0.48-0.52

(0.48)(0.52) (0.52)(48)
300 + 300

= - 0.98 < 1.64

l1ms, the nnl! hypothesis is accepled. This income group is equally divided into

two regarding brand loyalty and no-loyalty.

Tesl 2: Lower-middle illcome group

z= PI -P2

f'1(l-PI) P2(1-P2)+----
"1 "2

0.55 - 0.45

(0.55)(0.45) (0.45)(0.55)
300 + 300

= 2.46 > 1.64

Thus, the nul! hypothesis is rejected and alternative hypothesis is accepted. There

is significanl difference between the customers having choice of brands (local or locally

made forei~'ll) and no-chOIce ('Any Available'). 11lis income group believes on loyalty to

a brand.

Tesrsfor orher mcorne groups

This loyalty to brand incrcascs for cvcn higher income groups, which is inevitable

from the data in Table 3.4. Sixty pcrccllt (35 % + 25 %) customers like to select specIfic

brands (local brands, locally made foreign brands or totally foreign brands), whereas only
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40% customers havc no choice (i.e. inert in brand loyalty). Since the difference between

thesc two percentages is wider than the earlier one in Test2, it does not require any

further slalistical analysis. The conclusion obtained in Test 2 is applicable for other

Income groups.
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Chapter 4

Service Marketing

4.1 What it is

In economics and marketing, a service is the non-matcrial equivalent of a good.

Service provision has been defined as an economic activity that does not result in

ownership, and this is what differentiates it from providing physical goods. It is claimed

to be a process that creates benefits by facilitating either a change in feelings of

customers, or a change in their intangible assets. Many business theorists view service

provision as a performance or act.

By supplying some level of skill, ingenuity and experience, providers of a service

participate in an economy without the restrictions of carrying stock (inventory) or the

need to concern themselves with bulky raw materials. On the other hand, their investment

in expertise does require marketing and upgrading in the face of competition.

4.1.1 Key attributes

Services can be described in tenns oflheir main attributes.

• Intangibility - They cannot be seen, handled, smelled, etc. There is no need for

storage. Because services are difficult to conceptualize, marketing them requ.ires

creation of customer belief to effectively evoke a concrctc idca in the customer's

mind. From the customer's point of view, this attribute makes it difficult to

evaluate or compare services prior to experiencing the service.

• Perishability - Unsold service time is "lost", that is, it cannot be regained. It is a

lost cconomic opportunity. For example a doctor who is booked for only two

hOUrS a day cannot later work thosc hours- shc has lost hcr cconomie

opportunity.
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• Lack of transportability - Services tend to be consumed at the point of

"production" (although this doesn't apply LOoo.lsourced business services).

• Etc.

4.1.2 The service_goods continuum

The dichotomy between physIcal goods and intangible services should not be

given too much credence. These are not discrete categories. Most business theorists sec a

continuum with pure service on one terminal point and pure commodity good on the

other terminal point. Most products fall beh'fcen these two extremes. For example, a

restaurant provides a physical good (the food), but also provides services in the form of

ambIence, the setting and clearing oflhe table, etc. And although some utilities actually

deliver physical goods - like water utilities which actually deliver water - utilities are

usually trcated as serviccs.

4.2 Sen.ice Industry Classificatiou

The following is an incomplete list of service industries, grouped mto rough sectors.

• Business functions (that apply to all organizations in general)

o Consulling

o Counseling (e.g. financial counseling, investment counseling, etc,)

• Education (institutions offering the servIces or leaching and access to

information) and Research

o Library

o Museum

o School, University

o Research (e,g. marketing research)

• Financial services
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o Bonk

(} Stock brokers

• Healthcare (all health care professions provide services)

o Hospitals

o Clinics

• Communication servIce

o Telecommunications

o Postal service

o Courier

Etc.

4.3 Service Marketing

Services marketing is marketing based all relationship and value. Although it may

be used to market both a service and a product, it mainly means marketmg service.

Marketing, a service-base business, is different from marketing a product-base

business. 111Cl"Care several major difterences, including:

1. The buyer purchases are intangible

2. TI'e service may be based on the reputation of a single person

3. It's more difficult to compare the quality of similar services

4. The buyer cannot return the service

5. Service Marketing mix adds 3 mote p's, i.e. people, physical envirOllillent, process

service and follow-through are keys to a successful venture,

When one markets 3 service business, one must keep in mind that reputation, value,

delivery of" Managing the evidence" refers to the a et of informing e ustomers that the
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service encounter has been performed successfully. I t is b cst done ins ubtle ways like

providing examples or descriptions of good and poor service that can be used as a basis

of comparison. TI1Cundcrlying rationale is th~t a customer might not appreciate the full

worth of the service if they do Dot have a good benchmark for comparisons.

However, it is worth remembering that many of tile concepts, as well as many of the

specific techniques, will work equally well whether they are directed at products or

services. In particular, developing a marketmg strategy is much the same for products and

services, in that i t involves selecting target markets and formulating a marketing mix.

Nevertheless, because of more eontaet with the customers, customer satisfaction ofTQM

plays higher role in service sector than in manufacturing.

4.4 ServiceSystem

Service system is a tenn frequently used in the service management, service

operations, service marketing, and service desigu literature. A service system is a

configuration of technology and organi7...ationalnetworks designed to deliver services that

satisfy the needs, wants, or aspirations of customers. Marketing, operations, and global

environment considerations have significant implications for the design of a service

system.

Evcry service system is both a service provider and a customer of multiple types

of servICes. Because service systems are designed both in how they provision and

consunle services, services systems are often linked into a complex service value chain.

Service systems ill ay be nested inside of senice systems (e.g., accounts and operating

room unit inside a hospital that is part of a nationwide healthcare provider network).

Service organizations need more interaction with customers than a production

organization. As such, cnstomcr satisfaction plays bigger role in service management

than product management.



It is to be noted that customer satisfaction is the most basic concept lIJlderlying

TQM. It is, therefore, of critical importance that the service system and the services, it is

designed to dehver, satisfy the needs ami wants of the orgamzation's customers. This is

part of qlIality management.

4.5 Service Economy

ServIce economy can refer to one or both of two recent economic developments.

One is the Increased importance of the service sector in industrialized economies.

Services account for a higher percentage of US GDP than 20 years ago. The current list

of Fortune 500 companies contains more service companies and fe>yer manuJacturers

than in previous decades.

4.6 Services in Bangladesh

Although in the developed countries, service sector plays a bigger role in the

economy and GDP than in manufacturing sector, the situation is not yet that noticeable in

the developing conntries, The developed countries now attach a large parI of service

component in the product itself; howevcr, this is largely ignored in the developing

countries.

In Bangladesh, service is not yet considered as a part of the product, rather a

separate business or has no 'service provision' at all. Howcver, some service
~

organizations flourished in thc last dccade. TelecommunicatIon is the most worthwhile to

mention. ln fact, telecommunication (especially mobile operators) plays thc leading role

not only in service scctor, but also in the whole business place (manufacturing + scrvicc)

as well. TIIC healthy condition of lhe four mobile operators has created furthcr business

opportunities in tcmlS of call centers.

A Telecommunications Service Providers or TSP is a type of Communications

Service Provider that has traditionally provided telephone and similar serviccs.



Communications Service Pl'Ovider category includes mobile operators, call ccnters,

wireless communications serVIces,

communications, VOIP, etc.

satellitc TV, cable operators, internet

TSPs provide access to telephone and related communications services. In the

past, most TSP's were government owned and operated, in most countries, due to the

nature of capital expenditure involved in it. Bul today there are many private playcrs in

most regions ofthc world, and even most ofthc government owned companies have been

privatized. The privatization of Telecom Serviec provider5 fir5t happened in the USA.

In Banglade5h, the same thmg happened in tlle 90s and was revolutionized in the

first dccade of the 21st century (Year 20()().2007). Thc mobile operators now arc the

main tax payers in Bangladesh. In addition to the private mobile operators, many private

companies have been given license to operate land phone as well. This study analyzed

some aspects oHour selected mobile opemtors.

4.7 Corporate Identity and Service level of Mobile Operators

The mobile operators. being the largest service sub-sector in Bangladesh, have

been considered for analyzing the CI situation and corresponding service level. Total

1000 (one thousand) persons were asked if they know the logo 01"four mobile operators.

The answers are listed below for statistical analysis.

Table 4.1 Percentage of people, who know the logo.

Mobile operators Persons who Percentage

know logo

AKTcI (A) 68 0.14

BanglaLink (B) 428 86

City Cell (C) 30 0.06

Grameen (G) 438 88
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Hypothesis testing 1- Group:- AKTel. HI'. BanglaLink

H~:There is no signi{icant difference (percentage expenditure) bet\\'een operators

A and B regarding familiarity oflogo.

H,: There is significant dilference,

Level \,f signifLeanee a = 0.05

At this level of significance, ZCch;,,1value is found to be 1.64 (fi-om standard

[Jormal table). The hypothesis tcsts whether the difference is signillcanl. If Z < 1.64, lhe

null hypothesis is accepted (fail to reject), i.e. th.ere is no significant difference between

two percentage values, which. \\lill further mellll, both. groups equally spend money beh.ind

this product segment.

IfZ> 1.64, then there is signilicant difference between these two groups.

o
Accept or fail to reject H"

Figure 4.1 Hypothesis testing for m'o operators.

a = area = 0.05

1.64
: Reject H~,. .

Standard Normal value for the ditTerence between two proportions is [25,Pagc: 224]-
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PI -P2
Pl(l-PI) + P2(1-P2)

"I "2

0.86-0.14
o ~~~~~~~~~~~~= 46 >>> 1.64

1(0.86)(1- 0.86) + (0.14)(1- 0.14)\ 1000 1000

111isshows that the differencc is too wide. As such, the null hypothesis is rejected

and alternalive hypothesis is accepted. That means - there is significant difference in

familiarity oflogos between AKId and BangiaLillk at 0.05 level of significance. Even at

0.0% level of significance (where, Z "" 3), the calculated Z value (= 46) is too high. This

means that the two logos arc i n no way comparable in t erillSof familiarity. Since the

percentages of familiarity of Grameen is further high and tha't of City Cell is even lower

than that of AKTel, there is no need for statistical validity. However, statistical analysis

between the logos of Grameen and BanglaLink is necessary.

Hypothesis testi/lg 1- Group:- Gramee/l.vs. 8a"g!aLiIlk

PI -1'2
I'I(1-I'd + I'20-I'2)

III il2

0,88-0.86

(0.88;~0~ 0,88) + (0.86;~0-00.86)
= 1.33 > 1.64

Since. the calculated Z value (1.33) is lower than the critical Z value (1.64), the

null hypothesis is accepted. That means - there is no difference in famiharity of logos

between Grameen and BanglaLink at 0.05 level of siJ,,'llificance.This further means that

thc logos ofGrameen and BangiaLink are equally known to the people.

However, familiarity of logo may neither mean customer satisfaction about these

operators, nor customer feelings regarding the operators. Since, it ",as found that the

logos of Grameen and BanglaLink are equally known to the people, it would be

inlerestmg to see whether customer satisfactions reganling these two operators are also

equal or different. lt would also be interesting to see if customer 'ideas' (feelings) arc

also equal for those hvo operators,
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That's why, two further analyses wcrc donc on customer satisfaction scale on

services provided by Gl'amecn and BangiaLink and customer feelings scale about these

two operators.

4.8 Customer Satisfaetion levels

TOlal100 customers, who used bOlh Gramccn and BangiaLink, were asked to rate

their satisfaction levels in a Likert scale of 0-10 range, which was scaled-up to a range of

100, in order to interpret those as percentage valuc. Thc following ratings were obtained.

Table 4.2 Customer satisfaction levels.

Mobile operators Likert scale (0 10) Percentage

BanglaLink (B) 6.8 68
Gramccn (G) 7.9 79

The following hypothesis has bcen chosen, as per standard statistical practices.

Ho: There is no Slgmlicant difference in satisfaction levels for services provided

by Grameen and BanglaLink.

H,: There is significant difference.

Lcvel of significance a = 0.05

z~ PI -1'2
1'J(I- PI) + 1'2(1- 1'2)

II] 112

0.79-0.68
'" -1.77 > 1.64

1(0.79)(1- 0.79) + (0.68)(1- 0.68)
"\ 100 100

Since, the calctllated Z value (1.77) is greater than the critical Z value (1.64), the

null hypothesis is rejected and alternative hypothesis is accepted. That means - there is

significant difference in customer satisfaction level for services provided b y these two

operators,
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TIlliS, an interesting point is found Although the I;VOlogos of Grameen and

BanglaLink are equally known to the people, the sall,laction level is higher in case of

Gramcen, 111isis possibly because of wider network ofGrameen.

A further analysis reg~rding customer 'ide~s' (feelings) regarding theBe two

operators stated tbal-

I. The main point the customers like in favor of BanglaLink is that they

(BanglaLink) are the ones who have been accredited by the customers for call rate

reduction. This is 'highly beneJicial for the gencral peoplc', as they mcntioned.

2. The main point t he customers like i n favor 0 f Gramcen i Bthat their Corporate

Social Responsibilily (CSR) activities arc more visible ~nd wider than any other

operators,

Total 100 customers, who used both Grameen and BangiaLink, were ~sked to rate

their 'ideas' (feelings) about Grameen and BangiaLink in a Likert scale of 0-1 0 range,

which w~s scaled-up to a range of 100, in Ol'dcr to interpret thoBe as percentage value,

The following ratings were obt~illcd.

Table 4.3 Customer 'ideas' (feelings) levels.

Mobile operators Likert scale (0-10) Percentage

BanglaLink (B) 78 78

Grameen (G) 6.9 69

The following hypothesis has been chosen, as per standard statistical practices.

Ho: There is no signific~nt differcnce in fcelings about Gramcen and B~nglaLink.

HI: There is Bignifieant difference,

Level of significance a = 0.05
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z~ PI - P2

1't(l-P1l + P2(1-P2)
"I "2

0.78-0.69
(0.78)(1- 0.78) (0.69)(1- 0.69)

100 + 100

=1.6<1.64

Smce, the calculated Z v~lue (1.6) is less (although marginally less) than the

critical Z value (1.64), the nul! hypothesis is accepted. That means - there is no

difference in customer 'idc~s' (feelings) regarding these t\VO mobile operators. It

demonstrate a fact that although customers realize thai the services provlded by Grameen

as better, they have equal levels of feelings [or both of them, jllst because of price

reduction in call rate.

4.9 Impact of Logo Change of Grameen

GramCCll phone recently changed the logo, changing from their own logo to

Telenor's licensed brand. There was huge speculation regarding dilution of CI value of

Gramecn. Two independent survey's were conducted, one right afler the change and

another after fom months. The resulls are analyzed using nonpararnetrie Wileoxon

Signed Rank Test [25].

Data were eollectcd from 8 (eight) groups, namely: two BBA student groups (the

score is an average of 20 students) of two private universities, two MBA studcnt groups

(the score is an average of 20 students) of two private universities, one BUET student

group(the score is an average of 50 undergraduate students), one BUET student group

(the score is an average 01'30 postgraduate students), a group employees in an mdustry

(the score is an average of 20 employees of marketing and 20 of production), a group of

businessmen (the score is an average of 10 businessmen), a group of telecommunication

engineers (the score is an average of 20 engineers) and a government employee group

(the score is an average 01'20 employees in a govemment office).

Table 4.4 shows the results of preferences or customers before the logo change

and right after the change.
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Table 4.4 Signed rank test immcdiately after the change (Likert scale 0-20).

Score Score Absolute S~cdrank
Palticipant Before ailer Difference difference Rank

R+ R-chan,,-c chanQc
BBA -I 16 17 -1 1 2 2

BBA -2 18 18 - - -
MBA-l 15 16 1 J 2 2

MBA -2 17 18 1 1 2 2

BVET -J 18 16 2 2 4.5 5

BUET -2 17 16 1 1 2 2

Industry 16 13 3 3 6.5 6.5

Busincss 15 11 4 4 85 8.5
Engineers 15 11 4 4 8.5 8.5
Gov!. 15 12 3 3 6.5 65

Total 37 6

TIIC hypothesis is stated below:

Ho : There is no difference in thc ratings beforc and aftcr the logo change

H, : There is ddTerence (the earlier logo was better).

0. = 0,05

Sample size 10 (Ten groups), however it is considered as 9 loinceone group (BBA-2)

shows no change IIIpreference,

The critical T value [or Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is 8, as obtained from T table

[25]' Since the lowest calculated value (for R- column) is 6, which is lower than the

critical T value, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternutive hypothesis is accepted.

This mcun that people thmks that the earlier logo was better.
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But it must be remembered thal familiarity and popularity of logo is sometimes a

flUlction 0[' time. As such, the same study was conducted after four months of inccption

of new logo. Table 4.5 tabulates the ratings.

Table 4.4 Signed rank test immcdiatel y after the change (Likert scale 0-20).

Score Score Absolute ~ed ,<mk
Participant Before after Difference R,ill<

change change dlfTerence R+ R-
BBA -1 15 18 -3 I 3 6.5 6.5
BBA -2 17 19 -2 I 2 45 4.5
MBA-I 15 17 -2 I 2 4.5 4.5
MBA -2 17 18 -1 I 1 2 2
BUET -I 18 18 - - - - -
BUET -2 18 19 -1 1 2 2

Industry 16 16 - - - -
Business 15 18 -3 ) 6.5 - 6.5
Engineers 18 18 - - - -
Gov!. 16 15 1 1 2 2 -

Total 2 26

TI,e hypothcsis is staled below:

Ho : Therc is no differencc in the ratings before and after the logo change

H, : Tllere is difference (the new logo is better).

a = 0.05

Sample size 10 (Ten groups), however it is considered as 7 since three groups

(BUET-l, Industry, Engineers) stated no change in preference.

The critical T value for Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is 3, as obtained from T table

[25]. Since the lowest calculated valuc (for R+ column) is 2, which is Iower than the

critical T value, the null hypothesis is rejected and the allemative hypothesis is accepted.

This means that people consider that the new logo is better.



It is interesting to observe that the preference of new logo changed dramatically in

a span of only for months. Inillally the people didn't like the new logo of Grameen;

however, people started liking it in a short time. This has been possible beeallse of

relentless effort, time and money spent in advertisement. One can easily notice that use of

Grameen logo in different aCllvities has increased considerably. In fact, this is a pan of

marketing plan, where they have succeeded.
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Chapter 5

Market Segmentation and Brand Effect on Consumer Market

5.1 What Branding is

A brand is a collection of images and ideas representlllg an economic producer;

more specifically, it refers to the concrete symbols such as a name, logo, slogan, and

design scheme. More importantly, brand expresses a latent "promise" {rom the profucer

about the product or service, regarding many variables: quality, longivity, performance,

etc [I].

Brand recognition and other reactions arc created by the accumulation of

experiences with the specific product or service, both dircctly relating to its use, and

through the influence of advertisng and media commentary. A brand is a symbolic

embodiment of all the infomlahon connected to a company, product or scrvicc. A brand

serves to create associations and expectations among products made by a producer. A

brand often includes an explicit logo, fonts, symbols, etc., which may be developed to

represent implicit values, ideas, personahty, di,tinguishabihly.

The brand, and "branding" and brand eql1ity have heeome increasingly important

components 0 f cult\ll'e and t he economy, now being described as "cultural accessories

and personal philosophies". This is why corporate identity and brand decions vary widely

from society to soeeiety, or eOlllltry to country. As such, separate ~tudies are required in

dilferent countries, having different cultural, social values and beliefs, habits, and

economic conditions.

In Bangladesh, most products, including consumer goods, wenl unbranded. Today, it is

hardly possible for evcn a local company lo sell unbranded products. This is mainly

because of presence of highly reputed foreign brands in local market. It is not easy to

compete against these globally famous toreign brands. As such, the local companies are



now facing the challenge of branding their own pn:>ductsand creating a valued Corporate

Identity. Success in this Endeavour is a matter of concern and lhllS, reqllires analysis.

This thesis aims al analyzing three important marketing factors and their relationships,

which are : Corporate Identity (discussed in the earlier chapter), Branding and

Segmentation.

5.2 Brand Variables

Some marketers distinguish the psychological aspect of a brand from the

experiential aspect. The experiential aspect consists of the sum of all points of contact

with the brand and is known as the brand experience. The psychological aspect,

sometimes referred to as the brand image, is a symbolic COllStruetcreated within the

minds of people and consists of all the information and expectations associated with a

product or service.

Marketers engaged in branding seek to develop or align the expeetatlons behind

the brand experience, creating the impression that a brand associated with a product or

service has ceriain qualIties or characteristics that make it special or unique. A brand

image may be developed by attributing a "personality" to or associating an "image" with

a product or service, whereby the personality or image is "branded" mto the

consciousness of consumers. A brand is therefore one of the most valnable elements in an

advertising theme, as it demonstrates what the brand owner is able to offer in the

marketplace. TIle art of crcatmg and maintaining a brand is called brand management.

This approach works not only for consumer goods B2C (Business~to-Consumer), but also

for B2B (Business-Io-Busincss).

A brand which is widely known in the marketplace acquires brand recognition.
Whcre b rand recognition builds up to a pomt where a b rand enjoys a critical mass 0 f

positive sentiment in the marketplace, it is said to have achieved brand franchise. One

goal in brand recognition is the identification of a brand without the name of the
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company present. For example, Disney has been successful at branding with their

particular script font (originally created for Walt Disney's "signature" logo), which it uscd

in thc logo,

Brand cquity mcasurcs the total value of the brand to the brand ovmer, and

reflects the extent of brand franchise. Thc term brand name is often used interchangeably

with "brand", although it is more corrcctly uscd to specifically denote written or spoken

linguistic elements of a brand. In this contcxt a "brand name" constitutes a type of

trademark, if the brand name exclusively identifies the brand owner as the commercial

source of products or services. A brand ovmer may seek to protcct proprietary rights in

relation to a brand name through trademark registration,

Bralld encrgy is a concept that links together the ideas that the brand is

cxpericntial, that it is not jnst about the experiences or cliSlomcrs/potcntial cnstomers bnt

all stakeholders a nd the idea that bnsinesses are e ssentiaJly more a bout creating value

through creating meaningful experiences than generating profit. Economic value comes

from businesses' transactions beh'leen people whether they be with customers,

employees, supphers or other stakeholders. But for such value to be created people first

have to have positive associations with the business and/or its products and services and

be energised to behave positively IOwards them - hencc brand energy.

It has bcen defined as: 'The energy that flows throughout the system that links

businesses and all their stakeholders and which is manifested in the way these

stakeholders think, feel and behave towards the busmess and its prodllct, or service~'

TIle act of associating a product or service with a brand has become part of

culture in Bangladesh. Most products have some kind of brand identity, from common

table salt to television, cosmetics to clothes. However, it is 3 matter of concern whether

the companies could really achieve the confidence of the customers .
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Consumcrs may look on branding as sn important value-added aspcct of products

or services, as it often serves to denote a ccrtain attractive quality or characteristic, From

the perspective of brand owncrs, branded products or services also command higher

prices. \Vherc two products resemble each other, but one of the products has no

associated branding (such as a generic, store-branded prOullcl), people may often select

the more expensivc branded product on the basis of thc quality of the brand or the

reputation ofthc brand owners.

5.3 Consumer Markel in Bangladesh

In the last several years, Bangladesh grew rapidly in consumer goods produclloll.

This encompassed ready"made clothes to fashion-wears, a large variety of cosmetics and

chemical products (e.g. soap, shampoo, etc.), home utenglls, etc. Although, twa decades

ago, a few local companies exi~ted in this mal'ket, the scenario has dramatically changed

in reeem times, A host of local companies now prod liCethese typcs of consruner items.

The companies are mainly small to medium siled organizations, thriving to establish a

brand image. But establishing a brand imagc requires a great deal of effort, a hugc sum of

moncy, an intelligent marketing plan, and most importantly pcrsistent and consistent

ethical bU5iness to wm the confidence of the customers as a 'trustworthy' organizatIon.

Local companies have captured a certain level of market share in some consumer

product lines, one noticeable one being bath soap, Although i n small magnitllde, they

have been a bk to establish a brand name as welL However, many foreign companies,

operating locally (known as multinationals), also prodllce this product item and own a

very large market share. Some imported soaps are also available in the market. As a

result, competition ISvery high in this product line.

In a similar product linc, the detergent market, has also similar characteristics.

Local br<llldshave ereatcd a significant impact in the market, although forcign companies

operating in Bangladesh have established stronger foothold in the same. Presence of

imported detergent is not that strong in comparison to that of bath soap market.
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The characteristics of shampoo markct arc quitc different. The shampoo market is

largely dominated by foreign companies operating in Bangladesh. Ulcal brands havc vcry

little insigniticant markct sharc and cstablishment.

The characteristics of cosmetics market are also quite different. This market

segment is largely dominated by the imported items and foreign companies operating

locally. Tndy local brands havc good amolUltof market share though.

Market penetration patterns in some segments of chcmieal consumer goods are

totally different. Some examples includc : shaving lotion, after-shave lotIon, body lotion,

body spray, razor, etc. are mainly captured by either the foreign companies operating

locally (this includes foreign franchisee outlets too), 01' directly imported goods in full

packaged fonn.

5.4 Brand Monopoly

ln economic temlS the "brand" is. in effect, a device to create a "monopoly" - or

at least sOlue fonn of "mlperfect compctition" - so that the brand owner can obtain

some of the benefits which accrue to a monopoly, particularly those related to decreased

price competition. In this contcxt, most "branding" is established by promotional means.

However, there is also a legal dimension, for it is essential that the brand names

and tradcmarks are protected by all meanS available. The monopoly may also be

extended, 01'evcn crcated, by patent, copyright, trade secret (e.g. secret recipe), and other

intellectual property regimes (e,g.: Plant Varieties Act, Design Act).

In all these contexts, retailers' "own label" brands can be Just as powerfuL The

"brand", whatever its derivation, is a very important investment for any orgamzation.

Some good examples are the items marketed by the MGH group. Some companies, for
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example, have valued their intemational brands at anything up to twenty times their

annual earnings.

Brand monopoly is not perfectly tfUe for individual brand in this special (i.e.

chemical goods) consumer goods segment, bUl there is in fact monopoly of products,

produced or by the foreign companies operating in Bangladesh or directly imported. The

shampoo, lotion, spray, etc. are totally monopolized by the foreign companies operating

in Bangladesh.

5.5 Branding Polieies

111ere are a number of possiblc policies a comp<my may act upon, some being

discussed below.

Company name

Often, it is just the company's namc which is pwmoted (leading to one of the most

powerful statcments of "branding". Singer uses its company name in all of its

pwduct lines. In the studied segmcnt of consumer market, some local companies

use this strategy such as Keya, Aromatic, etc, The Bashundhara grOl.lpuses this

strategy in majority of their pwducts, with <mexception of their cement product,

which is named as King brand Cement, Meghna Cemcnt Industry.

The major problem in such kind of branding is that if (he brand falls in bad

reputation, the company may face serious setback and other products of the same

company are affectcd by it.

Individual branding

If each of the individual products carries a diiTerent name, then this is called

'Individual Branding'. An example is - Lux, Surf, etc. from Unilever. Recen(]y,
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Bata Shoe Company in Bangladesh use different names for different types of

products, without inselting even the namc and logo of Bata. Thc Square group of

Bangladesh follows this strategy in naming different types of products.

The m~in advantage of this sll'atcgy is that it one product faces bad reputation, there

exists less chance that other pl'Oducts will be affected. However, a major

disadvantage is that more efforts and money are required to establish brand name,

because of use of different names,

Derived brands

In this ease the supplier of a key component, used by a number of Sllppliers of the

end-product, may wish to glIarantec its own position by promoting (hat component

as a brand in its own right. A popularly known example is Intel ('Intel Inside'

company brand sticker is used by the manufacturers).

In the studied market segment in Bangladesh, dcrived brands are not knowll.

5.6 Brand Development

Brand developmcnt is a huge stnlteglC task. lt may mean many things to a

company. A successful brdnd name may help a company in raising its status. It requires

efforts and money as well. It involves risk too. For instance, a bad reputation of a brand

may severely affcct the overall reputation of a company.

In temlS of existing product" brands may be developed in a number of ways:

Brand extension

The existing strong brand name can be used as a vehicle for new or modified

products; for example, many fashion and designer companies extended brands into
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fragrances, shoes and accessories, home textile, home decor, luaggage, (sun-)

glasses, fumiture, hotels, elc.

Among foreign companies, operating in Bangladesh, Singer uses brand extension

stl'megy to name all oflheir producls. Pran grol.lpof Bangladesh u,e this strategy to

name all product categories, such as cold drinks, juice, and even lentils. Fu-wang

group also uses brand extension strategy to sell all Ofthelt product varieties, such as

food items, ceramics, etc.

There is a difference between brand extension and line extension. The strategy of

Pran group is a Brand extension strategy. But Line extension consists of additional

product items in the same product category under the sanle brand name. For

example: Basundhara tissue paper is a product category of Basundhara group,

having many variants, like: toilet tissue, facial tissue, and many more, but using the

same brand name.

Multi-brands

Alternativcly, in a market that is fragmented amongst a number of brands a sllpp1ier

can choose deliberately to launch totally new brands in apparent competition with

its own existing strong brand (and often with identical product characteristics);

simply to soak up some of the share of the market which will in any c Me go to

minor brands. The rationale is that having 3 out of 12 brands in such a market will

give a greater overall share than having lout of 10 (even if mnch of the share of

these new brands is taken from the existing one). In ita most extreme manifestation,

a supplier pioneering a new market which it believes will be particularly attractive

may choose immediately to 1a\lllch a second brand in competition with its first, in

order to pre-empt others entering the market.
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Individual brand names naturally allow greater flexibility by permitting a variety of

different products, of differing quality, to be sold w)thoul confusing the consumer's

perception of what business the company is in or diluting higher quality products.

Proctcr & Gamble, a locally operated foreign company, is a leading exponent of this

philosophy, running many shampoo brands in the Bangladesh (in fact global)

market. 111isalso increases the total number of "facings" il receives on supermarket

shelves.

Canmbali7;ltion IS a parlleular problem of a "multibrand" approach, in which the

new brand takes business away from an established one which the organization also

owns. 111ismay be acceptable (indeed to be expected) i1"there is a net gain overall.

Alternatively, it may be the price the organization is WIlling to pay for shifting its

position in thc markct; the ncw product being one stage in this process.

Small business brands

Branding a small business is essentially the same thing as a larger corporation, the

only diffcrenccs bcing that small businesses usually have a <maller market and have

less reach than larger brands. Some people argue that it IS not possib1c to brand a

small business, however there are many examples of small businesses that became

very successfl.ll due to branding. Starbl.lcks is one company that used almost no

advertising and over a period of len years developed such a strong brand that the

company went from OIlC shop to hundreds.

Those in favor of not branding products of small busine<s organization had upper

hand in Bangladesh, why in the past, a large numbcr of items went unbranded in the

local market. But the situation has changed over the years. Although majonty o1"the

organizations in Bangladesh are small to medil.lrn, they are strongly in favor of

branding their products.
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Own brands and generics

With the emergence of strong retailers the "own brand", the retailer's ovm branded

product (or service), also emerged as a major factor in the marketplace. Where the

retailer has a particularly strong identity, this "own brand" may be able to compete

against even the strongest brand [cadet's, and may dominate those markets which are

not othenvise strongly branded.

For example, in Bangladesh, Meena Bazar, a super market chain, sells many

conswncr goods under its own brand name "Meena", There are some other

examples as well.

There was a fear that such "own brands" might displace all other brands, but the

evidence i s that - at I east i n supermarkets and department stores - consumers

generally expect to see on display something over 50 per cent (and preferably over

60 per cent) of brands other than those of the retailer. Indeed, even the strongest

ovm brands in the United Kingdom rarely achieve belter than third place in the

overall market. In Bangladesh, MeenJ Bazar can not sell only their own brands.

TIle strength of the retailers has, perhaps, been seen more in the pressure they have

been able to exert on the owners of even the stl'Ongcst brands (and in particular on

the ovmers of the weaker third and fourth brands). Relationship marketing has been

applied most often to meet the wishes of sueh large customers (and indeed has been

demanded by them as recognition of their buymg power). Some of the more active

marketers have now also switched to 'category marketing' - in which they take into

account ali the needs of a retailer in a product category rather than more narrowly

focusing on their own brand.

5.7 Statisticallnferellce

Seldom does a decision maker or analyst have complete information on the
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subject matter to be analY7ed. Statisticallnfcrcncc is a process by which a decision maker

concludes about lhe charactcristics of a business process from a small part of the tolal

syslcm. While the total business syslem is lhe population, the small part is considered as

asamplc.

Statisticallnfcrence is used innumerous occasions in order to analyze a bnsiness

process, an engineering system or a social event. Several statistical tools and techniques,

such as Hypothesis Testing, Contingency analysis (lising .l or student t or F test),

correlation analysis, etc, are frequent] y used in analyzing the characteristics of a business

[21]. Reports reveal thaI in marketing management, these techniques have been used on

several occasions to analyze mainly customer behavior, sales pattern, forecasting markct

demand Cle. [22, 23].

This project used lhe techniques to analyze relation between Corporate Identily

and Brand image, correlation bctween market variables in branding decision and market

segmentation.

5.8 Segmentation and Branding Variables

Branding a product requires efforts and moncy. However, its success depends on

how good the marketing plan is and its execution. These are highly strategic matters and

require long-ternl vision.

There are many interrelated marketing variables which affect branding decision. It

has been reported on several occaSIOns (hat branding involves cost aspect, as such pricing

of a product is parlly affected [I]. Thus, segmentation based on income group has been

considered as the front-rwming market variable by the re:;earchers [24].

It has also bcen rcportcd that cxpenditure pattem and behavior has a elose relation

with segmentation and brand selection. Expenditure behavior is a function of culture as
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well. TIms, different societies or countries will have different expenditure pattern and

consumer behavior.

This section of the research project analyzes the relationships between income

level and expenditure behavior. This will inference about the possible relationships with

branding [22, 23].

A tocal point survey on about 1500 customers was conducted in two supermarkets

on customer purchasing pallem during October-December 2006. The survey mcluded

only chemical type and their derivative COnSumergoods market. The on income level and

expenditure on branded items are shown in Table 5.1, given below. 11must be noted thut

it is a 'group data' set.

Table 5.1 Group-data on income level and brand loyally [21J.

Income Income range Mean of No. of Expenditme on Percentage

,nmp (Taka/month) the cell, customers selected product expenditure

or group segment

(Taka/month)

Lower < 3000 1500 300 275 18.3

Low~ 3000 - 9000 300 567 6.3

middle 15,000

Higher 15,001 32,500 300 780 2.4
middle 50,000

Lower high 50,001 75,000 100 3300 4.4

100,000

Middle 100,000 300,000 100 13,500 4.5
high 500,000

Very high > 500,000 Becal.l'Seof very low sample size, this group

has been excluded from the study.
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It can be observed that the 'Higher middle' group ofpeoplc spends the mmimum

amount (in terms of percentage) on cosmetics-type consumer goods. A further analysis

has shown that their total expenditure (in terms of percentage) on any type of goods is the

lowest among the total societal population, This proves that their savings intense is the

highest in the society. Since this ("Expenditure behavlOr 0 f people") is not w itmn the

scope of this study, this analysis hao been exdude<l.

Another important point to notice in the table that the lowest income group has

the highest amount of expenditure (in terms of percentage) on this selected product

segment. That proves that this group has very keen interest on cosmetics type of goods III

comparison to other necessary items (like food). Further analysis on this C'Expendilme

behavior of people") has also been e;."clnded, since this is not within the scope of this

study.

5.8.1 Income as a Variable for Segmentation

This section tests a marketing variable' income level' as the possible basis for

market segmentation III the selected product market.

Hypot!""'is tesli"g 1- Grolfp:-1-ower .V". Lower Middle

H~: There lS no significant difference (percentage expenditure) between two

income groups (Lower and lower middle).

H L: There is significant difference in pereent expenditure.

Level of significance 0. '" 0.05

At this level of significance, Zeriti,,,1 value is found to be J .64 (from standard

norma! table). The hypothesis tests whether the difference is significant. If Z < 1.64, the

null hypothesis is accepted (fail to reject), i.e. there is no significant difference between

two percentage values, which will further Jncan, both groups equally spcnd money behind

this product segmcnt,
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If Z > 1.64, then there is signilicallt differencc betwecn these two groups.

o
Accept or fail to ,eject Ho

Figure 5.1 Hypothesis testing for two group,.

1.64

: Reject HG
~ t,,

Standard Normal value [or the difference betwccn IW()proportions is [25, Page: 224]-

1'1 - P2
1'1(1-1'1) + ~P,~(_l-_P~,c)

n1 112

0.183-0.063

(0.183)~~~0.183)+ (0.063)~~~0.063)
'" 4.55 > 1.64

Thus, null hypothesis i, rejccted and alternative hypothcsis is accepted. Tn.at

mcans _ there is significant diffcrcllce in expenditure of two groups behind chemical type

cosmetic and relatcd generic product segment.

Hypothesis testing 2 _ Group:- Lower Middle .vs. Higher Middle

The same hypothesis and level of significance apply to all groups. Similarly,

Figure 5.1 also applies to all tesling.
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PI -1'2

Pl(l-PI) 1'2(1-1'2)+
"1 "2

0.063 - 0.024
(0,063){I- 0.063) + (0.024)(1- 0.024)

300 300

= 2.35 > 1.64

Thus, null hypolhesls is rejected and ullemative hypothesis is acccpted, That

means - therc is sit,'Tllfieantdi rterence.

Hypothesis testillg 3 _ Grollp:- Higher Middle .vs. Lower high

The same hypothesis and level of significance apply to all groups. Similarly,

Figure 5.1 also applies 10all testing.

1'1-1'2
1'1(1-1'1) 1'2(1-1'2)+
"I "2

0.044-0.024
(0.044)(1- 0.044) + (0.024)(1- 0,024)

100 300

=0,89<1,64

llms, null hypothesis is accepted. That means - there is no significant difference

between the expenditure paltems (measured in tenns of percentage of expenditure with

respect 10 income) of two income groups (higher middle and lower hIgh) behind the

selected product market ,egment. l1lis would further mcan that (hc higher middle incomc

group and the lower high income group equally spend (in terms of perccntage

expenditure) Inoney for bllying cosmehc type and related eon,umer goods.

Hypothesis te.,.rillg4 _ Group:- Lower Higll.vs. Middle High

The ,arne hypothesis and level of significance apply to all groups. Similarly,

Figure 5.1 also applies to all testing,

PI-P2

PI(1-Pt) 1'2(1-1'2)+
111 112

0.045 - 0,044

(0.045)(1- 0.045) (0.044)(1- 0,044)
100 + 100
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Thus, mdl hypothesis is accepted. That means _ there is no significant difference

between the expenditure patterns (measured in terms of percentage of cxpenditure with

respcct to incomc) of two income groups (higher middlc and lower high) behind the

selected pmduct market segment This would further mean that the higher middle income

group and the lower high income group equally (in terms of percentage expenditure)

spend money for bnying cosmctic type and rclated consumer goods.

Decision:

The above analysis show that in many cases, income levcl affects

cxpenditure pattern behind cosmetic type (or related product) consumer

goods in Bangladcsh. Thus, income level shonld ccrtamly be considered as

a basis for segmentation.

5.8.2 Variables for Brand Loyall}'

In many cases, it is observed that some people remain loyal to a particular brand

of product and generally do 110tchange It. On the other hand somc people like to always

sWitch between brands. However, this is product-type specific. This does not happen in

all types of products. Sevcral factors play role in this brand loyalty deCision.

On many occasions, brand loyalty originates simply from the idea thaI a particular

brand is morc sllitable for a customer, 111isis a mailer of lrust on a particular brand and

its production company. If a foreign and a local company have the same level of trust,

then brand loyalty is these two product segments must be equal. That means, brand

loyalty index value for a local brand and for a foreign brand would be equal. This

requires statistical testing.

The earlier chapter (Chapter 4) has shown relationship between age and brand

loyalty using parametric hypothesis lest. Those tests are valid when data distribution is
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assumed as NormaL However, this assumption my not be true. As such, nonpararnetrie

test is also necessary. This research project applies Wilcoxon Rank Slim Test [21] for

analyzing this variable. Although frequcncy of brand switching is more appropriate as a

meaSure of rank-sum test, becall,e of inabihty of customers to recall the frequency in the

past long period, a Likert scale mcasurement has been taken as an alternative for

statistical analysis.

Table 5.2 shows the data stratified based on age group. In case of the dependents

(age groups 0-10 years, 10-19 years), the opmions of the b'Uardianswere solicited.

Table 5.2 Group data by age (Local vs. Foreign brands).

7035Rank sum

Local brand Foreign brand
Ag, group Brand loyalty Rank/Rating Age group Brand loyalty RanklRating
(years) (in 0.10 (years) (in 0-10 Likert

Likert scale) scale)

0-10 8.2 7 0-10 9.1 14
10+ to 16 7.5 5 10+to16 88 13
16+ to 25 8.1 6 16+t025 7.4 4
25+ to 35 8.6 11 25+ to 35 8.7 12
35+ to 50 6.8 3 35+ to 50 8.4 9
50+ to 60 6.2 2 50+ to 60 8.3 8
Above 60 5.1 1 Above 60 85 10

In each age grOllP, at least 100 customers were interviewed. The Likert scale

value is the average rating of that age group. A LIkert scale value of 10 would mean that

the users of cosmetics generally do not change (he brand. The buy generally the same

brand of product in a product category. On the other hand, a Likert scale value of 1 would

mean that the users frequently change the brand having minimum loyalty to a brand.
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For instance, the users of foreign goods in the age group of 0-10 years, change the

brand very infrequently, thus leading to an average Likert scale score of 9.1, where as it

is much lower in the Same age group using local goods. A higher value of rank would

mean more loyalty to brand. For instance the highest Likert scale value of 9.1 gives the

maximum rating of 14 out of all groups.

In both categories (local brand and foreign brand), thcrc are 7 (seven) age groups,

thus sample size is taken as 7, although the Likert scale valUe of eaeh group is an average

of more than 100 persons, The following Hypothesis are taken, at a level of significance

of a = 0.05 for analysis.

Ho: The distributions are !he same for local and foreign brands

HI : 11le distribution for foreign good shows higher rank

nl '" sample size for population I (local brand) = 7

nl. samplc size for population 1 (Foreign brand) = 7

Thc standard normal table shows that thc critical value for Z at a • 0.05 is 1.65,

which needs to be compared usmg the Z value compllled from the following equation-

11\(11\ +112 +1)W---~ _
z= 2

1I1"2(nr +n2 +1)
12

70- 7(7+7+1)
-~2~-

= =2.23
17x7(7+7+1)
j 12

Smce, Z (= 2.23) is greater than critical valuc 1.65, the null hypothesis is rejectcd and the

alternative hypothesi, is accepted. 111is means that the distribution for foreign goods

r~nks higher in comparison to the local ones.

Decision

U:;er, of foreign goods remain more loyal to specific brands than the users

of local products. Marc loyalty to foreign goods further indicates thc
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trustworthiness of foreign brands than tho locals. Less trl.lSt on local

products lcads to frequent chunge in brand.

The same analysi~ is now applied to foreign brands produced locally and fully

packaged imported products, data being shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Group data by age (Foreign brands produced locally vs. imported).

Forcign brands prodllced/packaged locally Fully Foreign brand (Imported)

Ag' group Brand loyalty Rank/Rating Ago group Brand loyalty RanklRating

(years) {in 0-10 (years) (in 0-10 Likert

Likert scale) scale)

0-10 9.0 12 0-10 9.3 14

10+(016 8.4 7 10+00 16 9.1 13
16+t025 8.6 9 16+ to 25 87 10
25+ to 35 80 3 25+ to 35 8.5 8
35+ to 50 8.2 5 35+ to 50 8.8 II

50+ to 60 7.9 2 50+ to 60 8.3 6

Above 60 78 I Above 60 8.1 4

Rank sum 39 66

The same method of data collection and analysis was used in this analysis, as was

done in the earlier analysis. The same explanation is applicable for ranking too.

In both categories (foreign brands produced/packaged locally and totally lInported

foreign brand), there arc 7 (seven) age groups, thus sample size is takcn as 7, although the

Likert scale value of each group is an average of more than 100 persons. The following

Hypothesis are taken, at a level of significance of Ct" 0.05 for analysis.

HG: The distributions are the same for foreign brands produced/packaged locally

and totally imported loreign brand

HI : The distribution lor totally fOl'eign(imported) good shows higher rank
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nl = sample size for population 1 (lo,al brand) = 7

n~= sample size for population 1 (Fordgn brand) = 7

The standard normal table shows that the critical value for Z at a = 0.05 is 1.65,

which needs to be ,ompared usmg the Z value computed from the following equation-

w _ nl(nt +n2 +1)
z- 2

IIjn2(nt +112 +1)
12

=

66- 7(7+7+1)
2

7x7(7+7+1)
12

-1.72

Since, Z (= 0.83) is marginally greater than the critical value 1.65, the null hypothesis is

rejected and the ahemative hypothesis is accepted. This means that the distribution for

forcign goods produced/packaged locally ranks lower than the fuIly foreign (imported)

brands. This reflects lack of reliability on local production and/or packaging.

Decisioll

Users of fully foreign (imported) goods remain more loyal to spec; fic brands

than the users of locally prodllcedlpackagcd forei),,,, products. More loyalty to

fully foreign (imported) goods further indicates the trustworthiness of local

production and/or packaging of foreign items. Less trust on 'locally

prodUCed/packaged foreign produ,ts leads to relatively more frequent change

in brand, although the difference is not significant. However, the differen,e is

narrow, meaning that brand loyalties between these two groups of products in

the considered segment arc nearly eqnal.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Condusions

Marketing is a complex issue that requires effective strategic decision. Marketing

strategy can make a company become successful in business. On the other hand, a wrong

strategy makes a company unsuccessful in business.

Out of many strategic marketing decisions, branding and creating identity are two

important variables. This project analyzed these two variables in case of selected

chemical type consumer goods and service branding in Bangladesh. Some interesting

conclusions may be drawn on the findings of the project.

I. Selection or choice of brand in case of selected consumer good items largely

depends on segmentation variables. such as age and income group.

2. Brand loyalty largely depends on age. The lower age group, especially those

below 16 years of age, remains more loyal to a particular brand than (he higher

age group (more than 50 years of age).

3. Lower income group (having monthly income of 0-3000 Taka) spends more

money (in terms of percentage of income) behind cosmetic goods.

4. Local companies failed to create Corponde Identity (CI) in the selected market

segment, index being Y,of that of the forcign brands.

5. Although 'trust' is the main globally used deciding factor for selecting a brand,

the situation is different in Bangladesh, where social value is the prime factor for

selecting brand in the target market segment. While globally "Trust" has a Ian

index value of 22 and "Pride" has an index value of 16, their Ncr values are just
the opposite, thongh the difference in NCl values is marginal.

6. The largcst service in Bangladesh is the tclecommunication, where brand

establishment is higher thaJl in manufactnring. Out of four main operators, two

companies failed to create CI, while the other two snccessful1y established their
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own CL Nevertheless, the telecollununication ~ervice providers are the only

service organization who sllcceeded in creating CI image. It's index value is

sometimes as high as 0.9 or even higher.

7. Change of brand of Grameen Phone was initially disliked by people, although it is

now in favorable side. The index ratio between those who 'like' and those who

'dislike' is as high as 26:2.

However, the conclusions drawn ahove are all country-specific, because macro-

environmental factors in different countries are different. Moreover, the analyses arc

applicable to only the selected market segment.

6.2 Recommendations

lbis project included only two variables, age and income group, for analyzing

market behavior. III future, some more variable~, such as demography, may also be

included. The analysis may also be tested using Cronbaeh's ct and Eigen value.

The telecommunication service i~ the only service segment, used in this study.

Some othcr service segments, ,ueh as private airlines, tourism business, etc. may also be

analyzed.
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